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you can usually find firmware updates by going to the support or downloads area of a manufacturer's website.
keeping your firmware up-to-date is often not necessary, but it is still a good idea. just make sure that once you
start a firmware updater, you let the update finish, because most devices will not function if their firmware is not

recognized. firmware provides support to the platform in several ways. for example, a video driver firmware
update can take advantage of a hardware feature to provide better performance and could improve video quality

or gaming. a hard drive firmware update can improve speed and storage capacity. firmware should not be thought
of as software that runs on the operating system or on the operating system kernel. instead, firmware is a

collection of instructions that control hardware. firmware is often a set of binary files that are executed by the
processor when the platform boots or when a device is powered up. firmware is frequently called the “firmware

blobs” in the security community because of their immutability, and firmware updates often contain new
functionalities and features. platform firmware usually resides in a partition or a file system that is not directly
accessible to the user. these partitions and files are usually hidden in a firmware update, although a firmware
update could be installed on the same partition as the operating system itself. firmware updates may not be

visible to the operating system user or other application, but they could be visible through the operating system
file system.
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Bus 003 Device 001: ID 1d6b:0002 Linux
Foundation 2.0 root hub Bus 002 Device 001: ID
1d6b:0001 Linux Foundation 1.1 root hub Bus

001 Device 005: ID 0582:0a38 Elan
Microelectronics Corp. FlashCard Bus 001
Device 004: ID 0830:3320 On-Chip Image

Processor (OCI) PCIe Interface Bus 001 Device
003: ID 12d1:1506 Huawei Technologies Co.,

Ltd. E398 LTE/UMTS/GSM/EDGE (Mobile
Broadband) Modem/Network Device (Chip ID:

MTK_MTK_E398) Bus 001 Device 002: ID
05d8:6209 D-Link System Corp. D-Link DSB-165

Hub Bus 001 Device 001: ID 1d6b:0002 Linux
Foundation 2.0 root hub To manually complete

the firmware update on your appliance:
#shutdown -r now -f Firmware for M3 appliances

that are enrolled with the OVA registered with
the IBM IMM/ISO firmware update server can be

updated from the IMM/ISO firmware update
server when installed on a device that has a
COLDCARD or IBM PORTACARD: Firmware for
M3 appliances that are enrolled with the OVA

registered with the IBM IMM/ISO firmware
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update server can be updated from the IMM/ISO
firmware update server when installed on an M3

appliance. The following steps must be
completed to install the firmware update to your
appliance: Insert a USB storage device into an
M3 appliance that is running a version of the
firmware that is enrollable with the remote

update server (if you have the PORTACARD or
COLDCARD installed on the appliance, the

device that you insert should be either an M3
appliance or another M3 appliance enrolled with

the OVA). Firmware bricking is an attack that
can render a device inoperable or permanently
damaged. In the first chapter of this document,

the purpose of firmware bricking and the
process of firmware bricking a device are

explained. The second chapter of this document
contains technical guidelines and

recommendations that support the creation of
resilient firmware, including guidelines for

specifying the controls and abilities of a resilient
firmware. 5ec8ef588b
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